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[hailourtruegod] wrote: 

 
A big part of Bernie Sanders supporters are well off self-hating white liberals. 
These people along with the non-whites who have parents who did well to put their 
child through school are part of the stereotypical Millenials. Obviously, there are 
good people in this generation but it really is true many are lazy and incredibly 
self-entitled man/woman children. They had snowplow parents, parents who just 
babied them all their lives, making sure they push away any obstacle for their child 
so now we have a bunch of people who just want everything without working for it 
and these people are 100% socialists. 

 
I think if the democrats and their media didn't lie so much many lower class and 
working class would understand that Trump's tax cuts for the rich did benefit the 
people of lower status but unfortunately the lowest of the low did get a bit of an 
increase if I remember correctly. I think it was anyone who at the very least made 
30k to 50k that had a positive outcome from the taxes. 

 
I can definitely see with there are jews who don't like Bernie since they'll be taxed 
out of their 1% status within a few years with socialism. 

 
It is nice seeing more and more people outside of here seeing the relevance 
between jews and their messed up systems and ideas they push onto us. 

 
 

In the case Bernie gets up, all US Citizens irrespective of background, can kiss the 
powerful United States goodbye, it will most likely go bankrupt. 

 
Even Yang's plan appears to be equally a potential disaster but less dangerous than that 
of Bernie. It has at least some form of mathematical cohesion. Bernie will definitely go 
full "Socialist" and ruin everything. Full Socialist on the Goyim that is. 

 
Jews, it has to be stated, remain Democrats, even after Trump proved to not holocaust 
them and provide great financial income to them with the tax policies [many jews are 
very rich] and even after many reaped financial benefits didn't give a fuck and remain 
Democrats up to 65%. 

 
Jews in the Goyim Nation want "Socialism" and "Democrats", super taxation, and super 
acceleration of damnation, no matter what they are "Given" as a compensation, and no 
matter what they gain from the current state of affairs. 

 
The only disagreement is whether it will affect them and whether or not it's the time yet 
for the full-forward button. In that, they have deadly disagreements over. 

https://ancient-forums.com/viewtopic.php?f=24&t=36195


https://www.timesofisrael.com/new-poll-sanders-would-beat-trump-handily-with- us- 
jewish-voters/ 

 

https://www.jta.org/2018/11/07/politics/75-percent-jews-voted-democrats- midterms 
 

Jews, the same tribe that won't take "No" for an answer in eating baby foreskin because 
it's their 2000-year-old paleolithic tenet, and who still exclude jews for a little as a kiss 
with a foreign goyim race, will of course vote "Overwhelmingly democrat" when they are 
abroad. I mean it's not like the US is Israel. They gotta care about the ancestral 
homeland. And in regards to those of others, their totem god rewards them the more 
damage and destruction they heap upon them. So that makes perfect sense and nothing 
is secret here. 

 
Of course, that is really revealing to anyone who is Jew aware. The Jews want safety in 
Israel and they are Pro-Israel. Israel is their land, their honey, their safety. The US is 
more like a place where they exist to loot in order to bring the loot back home. But 
bringing the loot back home to take orders from Rabbis requires that the US exists in 
some way. So Jews have to pretend they hate Bernie as they hated Christos, a hate- 
based on advertising the "hated", so that the Goyim as per usual go and support the 
"Jew against the system". 

 
Who happens to be true, the last ace up the sleeve and the major card of the Jewish 
system. When and if the "Bernie" card is played, there is no going back. When they have 
fucked a capitalist economy to sufficiency, then they play the "Savior" card in order to 
screw the remaining people up. 

 
Socialism has never bridged any inequalities or anything of that sort. The classes that 
also pay the hardest for its emerging is not the super-rich, it's the working classes, all the 
way from poor worker, to small business owners and so forth. All the Communist 
regimes were told they were on the path towards "Socialism", and even Communist 
China admits it runs itself as "Socialism", the usual prep- talk as to when people are 
about to get fucked, is "let's make Socialism". Nobody wants to call it Communism 
anymore. 

 
Yet the manifestation always remains the same. 

 
Jews and the so-called "rich" are already the new political class during "Socialism", or 
they have evacuated the so-called "Applied Socialism" country that they have created. 
They aren't there to have their properties confiscated to be given to some random 
invader, nor are they there to pay 70% taxes to feed lazy people who have 15 children 
and can't care for any so they throw them for adoption. Jews aren't going to sit and get 
taxed 70% to pay for the Goyim's needs, especially when one of their own is in power. 

 
Clearly, the best man for the job is a fellow Jew to implement this, and Bernie appears to 
be prepared for this. In this crazy 80s, if the jew is successful, he will get up there and 
leave his legacy: the US collapsed or half-destroyed, and him going to death calmly 
enough, knowing that he screwed the American Empire quite well, and beyond repair. 

 
The whole plot is not to make some mega jew broke, it's to basically squeeze the last 
remaining rich people who are Gentiles dry, out of their wealth, all while bankrupting the 
United States and doing an apocalyptic force of acceleration for changes in political, 
demographic, and forced wealth redistribution so that the "meek shall inherit the earth" in 



full in the United States and use their last money aid for more alcoholic beverages. And 
so that the US stops being a world-leading power because of this implosion. 

 
Basically, everyone who had a little something or a little more than nothing, is going to 
pay for the mentally disabled fake robin hoods and the professional parasites. So any 
form of structure is going to collapse. 

 
Before any of this happens, Israel and the next choice of Jews for the "aftermath", ie, 
after the financial meltdown of the United States will see an influx of billions and trillions 
of moves of wealth in it, sort of how like a tick so fat that has drained so much blood 
drinks the last and most tasty drops from its beloved animal upon which it was feasting. 
Then Jewish "Socialism" will take over as the form of the decomposition of the corpse, a 
policy that will shrink the last squeezes out. 

 
The super-rich jews don't want to have to move businesses, but if they have to, they will 
evacuate the US in a matter of months, while their racial comrade will be in the office 
preparing for the crackdown. Israel will clearly open its gates for them. I doubt Bernie 
would ever touch his racial comrades, that is beyond question, but they don't want to get 
into the loop of having to move businesses and losing their privileges in the US. 

 
Many jews are addicted to the US lifestyle and what it provides them, where they can 
find nowhere else in the world. Plus the US is the primary ally of Israel and they aren't 
done with using the United States for their nefarious purposes just yet. So if Bernie 
bankrupts, they lose their lifeline and what has kept them alive until today. This makes 
them angry and that's why they attack Bernie, because it's not his time yet, the US has 
to face the front for more Israeli wars before some kike bankrupts it completely over the 
common song of "Socialism" and "For the People". Bernie is a dangerous acceleration 
button that may end up backfiring terribly on them. 

 
The only "people" whom this hoax message concerns, ie, the Jews, haven't quite done 
all they wanted in the US before they try to pull the plug. So Bernie receives hate for 
what he does. Even if Bernie was to be elected, the big jews would have already been 
miles ahead from him and his "I will tax you to death". No Jew is going to sit down to be 
taxed to death by Bernie, that is for certain. 

 
So all "Socialism" and "Get taxed out of your teeth" is going to apply to the few US 
businessmen and Gentiles who own anything other than nothing in the United States. 
Whom are going to pay infinite amounts of money for freeloaders and people who don't 
like to do anything, or basically razing hoards which by Bernie's election will have such 
an inflated ego that they will demand the moon lands in their backyard. 

 
This won't last long cause the economy will collapse due to neglect and strange policies 
way before this, or the US will simply drift into a second or third world country within very 
few years, unless someone takes Bernie down in some way. Cuz Bernie Bear Socialism. 

 
So in the end the normal people will always pay the price for this. And it's absolutely 
normal for those who have anything refuse emphatically to want to be razed to the 
ground so Bernie can play fake robin hood with goyim 70% taxes of stolen bag money 
which will flock anywhere but in people who can do something with it to invest it or do 
something meaningful with it, and who in turn create jobs, etc, for everyone else. 



[Forum Member] wrote: 

Sanders is just a bishop on a bigger chessboard. The DSA the Democratic 
Socialists of America are behind him and the gang of four in Congress. They are a 
Marxist Socialist organization with fifty thousand plus activists and almost two 
hundred chapters and major funding and agency. Their open goal is to mobilize the 
working classes of America into a battering ram of the Marxist agenda. This will 
have to include numerous Marxist groups and the media has purged Chris 
Matthews for opening condemning Sanders as a Marxist. CNN also praises Marxist 
groups like Anti-Fa and such. They have been soft balling Sanders. They are 
hoping Biden will lose to Sanders. But they are trapped in the game of using 
Liberals to piggyback Marxism off so they can't be too open. 

 
Alphabet, Google, and Utube all owned and run by Jews are behind pushing 
Sanders as the Young Turks who are Marxist woke propaganda is known to be 
astroturfed by these groups are pushing Sanders and the attempt to make a 
Congress run on the Sanders train by the host. 

 
The problem the Jews have is most of the population they need don't want the 
"woke" agenda of Cultural Marxism they do however want higher wages and 
healthcare and with almost fifty million people burdened with Jewish usury student 
loan debts, they would like that forgiven as well. 

 
Sanders has made a large movement that has a lot of support for practical 
reasons this has gone beyond the "woke" bridge and into the traditional working 
class. The working-class vote is what allowed Trump to win. This is the major 
vote for a Presidential running. American history shows when things go under 
economically more Marxist Socialist movements become powerful. 
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